The PNSQC schedule is ready!
Is your interest percolating yet?
Check out the conference at-a-glance schedule to find the brew that fits
you. Technical paper abstracts by quality professionals cover seven important
industry tracks, in addition to invited speakers and workshops.
Networking activities will round out your day and take you into the evening.
Monday's lunch will include a sampling of local brews with presentations by Base
Camp Brewing Co., Steven Smith Teamaker and Stumptown Roasters. Tuesday
we have a challenge over lunch; solutions could win you a prize.
The evening networking events are open to the public, please invite your colleagues
to join us. Monday night we host an open mic with Tales of Testing Terrors.
Tuesday night there will be an Agile Park Bench to explore the Landscape of
Software Quality with David Hussman.
And discounted prices are still available, through September 11.

Early-bird Prices Available
Register today!
Webcast with Kathy Iberle, September 10
Kathy Iberle will give a preview of her October PNSQC talk during this webcast,
offering tips for teams on how to provide an agile method for planning and executing
large-scale improvements. Iberle, of Iberle Consulting Group, Inc., works with agile
software development and Lean development teams focusing on the challenging
area where hardware and software meet.
Sign up to attend on Thursday, September 10, 9:00 AM PDT with GoToWebinar.

Poster Paper
Tell us the concepts you'd like to share
Want to share your latest brainstorm or percolating ideas with your peers AND save
half the price of admission to PNSQC 2015? Why not submit an idea for a poster
paper? This can be as complicated or stream-lined as you like - that's the beauty
of the poster paper! And you'll have the opportunity to get real-time feedback from
other attendees without having to make a formal presentation.
But don't wait too much longer to let us know that you're going to be a poster paper
presenter. Deadline is September 20. So if you have a QA concept that's been
brewing in your mind, sign up now by submitting a poster paper abstract!
PNSQC Mission - to enable knowledge exchange to produce higher quality software.

